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Including the Other 
by Rabbi Kirshner

During the course of the last year, and more intensely during the months of May and June, 
our congregation spent considerable time and made careful analysis of exploring ways to 
open doors in our Temple for the “other.” Substantive dialogue and respectful conversation 
was had by all who engaged, whether in the Executive meetings, Religious Practices 
Committees, special parlor meetings or with our Board of Directors and Trustees. 

The “other” is a term used with respect and reverence for non-typical learners, same sex 
couples and families, non-Jewish partners along with family members and any person that 
might not fit into the traditional rubric of the Jewish community. The Torah and rabbinic 
law go to great lengths to remind us that all humans are created in God’s image. The same 
rabbinic teachings instruct us that portals must remain open for all who choose to align their 
destiny with the Jewish people through conversion. Equally, the Torah reminds us numerous 
times that we were the “other” in Egypt. Our lives today and throughout history were shaped 
by that single experience. As such, we are mandated to have a disposition of inclusion and 
welcoming. 
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During the course of the last year, and more intensely during the months of May 
and June, our congregation spent considerable time and made careful analysis 
of exploring ways to open doors in our Temple for the “other.” Substantive 
dialogue and respectful conversation was had by all who engaged, whether in the 
Executive meetings, Religious Practices Committees, special parlor meetings or 
with our Board of Directors and Trustees. 

The “other” is a term used with respect and reverence for non-typical learners, same sex 
couples and families, non-Jewish partners along with family members and any person 
that might not fit into the traditional rubric of the Jewish community. The Torah and 
rabbinic law go to great lengths to remind us that all humans are created in God’s 
image. The same rabbinic teachings instruct us that portals must remain open for all 
who choose to align their destiny with the Jewish people through conversion. Equally, 
the Torah reminds us numerous times that we were the “other” in Egypt. Our lives 
today and throughout history were shaped by that single experience. As such, we are 
mandated to have a disposition of inclusion and welcoming. 

In exploring this topic, we sought to find pathways to include more people in our 
community and address the realities of the composite of the greater Jewish world 
without compromising the integrity of our tradition or Jewish law.

Starting this New Year of 5776, the following changes will be inculcated into our 
weekly, Shabbat and Holiday services:  
• Non-Jewish members can open the ark during services.  
• Baby namings for Jewish children with one Jewish parent will be offered at our Temple.  
• Upcoming marriages between a Jewish and non-Jewish couple during services can be        
  recognized publicly. 
• Additionally, same sex Jewish couples can be married at our Temple. 
• Children of Jewish and non-Jewish couples can continue to attend religious school at  
  Temple Emanu-El.  
• Partnering with Matan, our Temple has created a program for all non-typical learners  
  to be included in our school and B’nai Mitzvah programs. Thanks to generous  
  funding, we will continue to move forward including all learners in our community.

The question of inclusivity does not rise to the surface from a place of weakness or as a 
gimmick to recruit members. Our synagogue is strong and trending towards continued 
growth. In the Conservative Movement, Temple Emanu-El is a flagship that other 
congregations seek to emulate. In Bergen County, we have been setting the bar for 
leadership and creativity. This decision comes from strength not desperation. 

Some in our community will embrace and celebrate this change while others will 
express disappointment. Our community has always been made up of different 
opinions, backgrounds and traditions but common in our respect of one another. I 
know we will continue to explore, grow and learn from one another with kindness, 
patience and deference.

If you have questions, require points of clarification or just want to talk more about 
this, my door is always open.

Wishing you a Shanah Tovah and wishing our congregation health and strength to 
enter each new day and challenge with open hearts, listening ears and gratitude to God.

Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Including the Other
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Isn’t the title an oxymoron? After all, if something is new, how can it be said to happen 
again?

This is a real challenge of the Holidays. On the one hand, traditions comfort us and 
orient us like nothing else. Think of an annual vacation spot. Think of family rituals 
like Thanksgiving. We want to have a sense of familiarity as we embark upon another 
year. We seek to have peace of mind as we scrutinize ourselves. 

And yet this alone is insufficient. Because if we maintain autopilot we will fail to change 
and grow. A new year offers new opportunities and we must strive to be better than last 
year. We need some healthy discomfort in order to provoke change.

On the Holidays we should hold onto family and personal traditions coupled with at 
least one new innovation.

Family traditions include Holiday meals, gathering together, going to shul. These are 
easy to think of because the Holidays wouldn’t be the same without them.

And we should do at least one thing differently.

Here are some ideas: 
1. Make your New Year’s resolution for Rosh Hashanah instead of for January 1st. 

2. To prepare for the Vidui confessional, write your own sins/shortcomings on an index card and bring it to shul with you for that prayer. 
3. Make your next bedside book one about Jewish ethics or values. 
4. Have a conversation with your family about what you each did well and where you have room to grow. That conversation won’t be easy 
but will be worthwhile. 
5. Explore other parts of the Mahzor before during or after services.

Start with just one of these. If you have other ideas, please share them with me. 

My model is the Rosh Hashanah dinner on the second night, where we make sure to eat a new fruit so as to say SheHehiyanu. Let this be 
our guide for the Holidays. Old and new. Tradition and change. Grounded, yet reaching.

Shanah Tovah. Rabbi Freedman

Rabbi Alex Freedman  
Assistant Rabbi

How to Keep Warm in the Sukkah

Reflections

a letteR fRom ouR assistaNt RaBBi

a letteR fRom ouR caNtOR

This is the season to reflect, thinking about the past year and the ways to improve 
the new one. After losing my father in June, I spent a lot of time reflecting on my life, 
and the way my father influenced me and helped shape my personality. My father, 
Menachem Singer, z”l, was born in a small town in Romania, and at the age of fifteen 
made Aliyah and met the love of his life, my mother, Shoshana, z”l. I grew up in a loving 
home, filled with tradition and the love of Torah. The vivid memories of the Shabbat 
and Holiday table, his dedication to his family and to our tradition, watching him 
running to services, Torah classes and helping the needy are the building blocks of who 
I am. In the last few years of his life this things were more difficult to achieve physically, 
but he did not give up easily, and the more difficult it became the more meaningful 
every Mitzvah felt. I remember singing with my father in shul or at the Shabbat table, 
he sang with a special passion with all his heart. Today when I sing the same melodies I 
can feel his presence next to me, elevating my spirit. 

This year as you sit in shul and sing and listen to the prayers, listen to the Kol Nidre 
on the eve of Yom Kippur, the Netaneh Tokef during the Musaf service, close your 
eyes, put your hand around your loved ones next to you, your parents, your child or 
grandchild, and think how it connects you to the 
past generation and how important it is to pass it 

to the next one. Make an effort to sing with your family all year around, because in the end what is left 
from one generation to the next is the melody and the story behind it.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for their support during this difficult year. 
Thank you Rabbi Kirshner for encouraging me to go and be with my father in his last days and for 
organizing a great group of people to welcome me at the airport when I came home from the Shivah; 
Deborah Tuchman, Howard Lavin and all the officers for their continued support throughout the 
year; the office staff for all their help and amazing support and for the entire congregation for the love 
and support you showed my family and me. Thank you for everyone who sent us Shivah meals. Thank 
you for making us part of your family.

Shana tova, may all our prayers be answered and may we all be inscribed in the book of life for a year 
full of health and joy.

With all my love, Israel Singer, your cantor 

Cantor Israel Singer 
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Jordan Nicole Hecker 

 

 
daughter of liz and billy hecker

sister of Jackson 
 
Vayera 
 

October 31, 2015

Lauryn is a 7th grader at Dwight-Englewood School, where her favorite 
subjects are Math and Science. Her favorite free time activities are Tae-
kwondo and soccer.

For her Kesher Olam, Lauryn is supporting water.org by fundraising 
through selling stress balls and handing out information fact cards on 
how people at home can easily save water. Lauryn writes, “This cause is 
meaningful to me in many different ways.  I think that everyone should 
have an equal opportunity to have access to clean water (which is a neces-
sity in life).  It is something that we take for granted here at home in New 
Jersey.  Over the course of this project, I have learned how hard it is for 
some people to get and do basic things in life.  I want to help people learn 
about ways they can save water themselves and to help others get the water 
they need.”

Lauryn Alex Fuld 

 

 
daughter of Caralyn and  
steven fuld

sister of olivia and hayley 
 
lech-lecha 
 

October 24, 2015

Elisa is an 8th grader at Demarest Middle School where her favorite 
subjects are Science and Math. Her favorite free time activities are playing 
piano, figure skating, and reading.

Elisa writes, “Becoming a Bat Mitzvah is important to me because it is a 
part of the Jewish religion, and is a point in life where someone matures. 
Jewish education will be of value to me throughout my life because it 
shows the way Jewish people should act, like respecting one another.” 

Elisa Lipkin 

 

 
daughter of polina Cherkez  
and ilya lipkin

sister of matthew 
 
lech-lecha 
 

October 24, 2015

Cole is an 8th grader at Demarest Middle School where his favorite subjects are 
Gym, Language Arts, and Science. His favorite free time activities are football, 
basketball, lacrosse, and hockey.

For his Kesher Olam, Cole joined the Max Cure Foundation’s Dunk Your Kicks 
Campaign to collect gently used sneakers and running shoes to be used to help 
low‐income & military families with a child battling cancer. 

Cole writes, “On May 17, 2015, I ran the Demarest 5K and had a collection box 
collecting over 200 sneakers. I also have collection boxes at my local schools and 
I have almost reached 1,000 pairs of sneakers. Becoming a Bar Mitzvah is impor-
tant to me as I look forward to being treated like an adult and I am ready to take 
that position. My Jewish Education will be of value throughout my life as I hope 
to continue my education further at the Temple. I hope to get married and pass 
on the Jewish values that I have been taught to my children one day. I hope my 
children will have a wonderful Jewish Education like I was able to have.”

Cole Sheppard 

 

 
son of Julie and  
Robert sheppard

brother of luke  
 
noah 
 

October 17, 2015

Jordan is a 7th grader at Demarest Middle School where her favorite subjects 
are Science, Math, Art, and Gym. Her favorite free time activities are rock 
climbing, dancing, and hanging out with friends.

For her Kesher Olam, Jordan plans to collect dance shoes to give to a dance 
program in the city that works with underprivileged kids. In addition, 
Jordan plans to rock climb to raise money for food allergies. Jordan writes, 
“In the process of becoming a Bat Mitzvah, I have learned many Hebrew 
portions of the Torah, and I became close with friends, family, and my 
Temple.  I feel that my Jewish Education will be of value throughout my life 
because it will pass down from me to future generations. Lastly, my Jewish 
education helps me stay connected to the Jewish world, holidays, Temple, 
friends, congregation, family and more.
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Aline is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where her favorite subjects are 
Language Arts and Social Studies. Her favorite free time activities are hang-
ing out with friends and playing her favorite sport, softball.

For her Kesher Olam project, Aline is helping to raising money for the 
Michael J. Fox Foundation for Parkinson’s Research. Aline has been going 
to Temple Emanu-El since she was little and cherishes Jewish heritage and 
tradition. Aline writes, “There are so many wonderful holidays and festivals 
that mark our yearly calendar.” Aline promises to keep up with her Jewish 
education, and looks forward to learning more about her Jewish identity. “I 
will make sure to instill our heritage and beliefs in my children and grand-
children.”

Aline Chalfin

 

 
daughter of Joyce and  
neil Chalfin

sister of harry  
 
Chayei sara 
 

November 7, 2015

Marissa is a 7th grader at Northvale Public School where her favorite sub-
jects are Literature and Social Studies. Her favorite free time activities are 
dancing, track, theater, swimming, and skiing.

For her Kesher Olam, Marissa volunteered at the Jewish Home at Rockleigh. 
Marissa writes, “Several years ago when my grandmother was in a car acci-
dent, she was at the Jewish Home for four weeks for rehabilitation.  I visited 
her daily and I noticed a lot of the elderly residents did not have visitors and 
looked lonely.  As I observed them, I knew I would like to come back as a vol-
unteer one day.  This is what influenced me to volunteer there.  I visit them, 
talk with them, read, play cards, and sometimes just listen.  I am really happy 
to have this opportunity to make someone’s day a little brighter.” 

Marissa Seldes 

 

 
daughter of marla and  
Richard seldes

sister of brooke  
 
Chayei sara 
 

November 7, 2015

Gillian is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where her favorite subjects 
are Math and Social Studies. Her favorite free time activities are figure skat-
ing, soccer, and hanging out with friends.

For her Kesher Olam, Gillian participated in the Challenger Soccer Program. 
Gillian writes, “I picked participating in the Challenger Soccer program, 
where I will help disabled kids play the sport I love.  I hope to help create 
friendships and a rewarding experience for these kids.  I hope that by play-
ing with these kids they will run and play and smile—that will tell me that I 
have made a difference in their lives.  I hope to continue to participate in the 
challenger soccer for a long time. My Bat Mitzvah links me to the past and I 
hope to pass to my children an appreciation for Jewish learning.” 

Gillian Rose Feit  

 

 
 
daughter of diane and daniel feit

sister of Jacob and elijah   
 
toldot 
 

November 14, 2015

Elijah is a 7th grader at Tenafly Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Social Studies, Math, and Science. His favorite free time activities are 
hockey, baseball, and hanging out with friends.

For his Kesher Olam, Elijah participated in the Challenger Baseball Pro-
gram. Elijah writes, “I picked Challenger Baseball because I like baseball, 
and I thought that it would make it even more enjoyable for me if I was 
also helping people.  As a ‘buddy’, I would help the challengers, the special 
needs children, play baseball and I made friends with some of the play-
ers.  I think that from that experience not only did the challengers grow 
as baseball players, but also as people.  From that experience, I made new 
friendships and met new people.” 

Elijah Samuel Feit 

 

 
 
son of diane and daniel feit

brother of Jacob and gillian 
 
toldot 
 

November 14, 2015
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B’Nai MitzVahs

Mason is a 7th grader at Tenakill Middle School where his favorite subjects 
are Gym, Math, and Science. His favorite free time activities are lacrosse, 
ice hockey, video games, Netflix, IHC, and hanging out with friends.

For his Kesher Olam, Mason volunteered on a regular basis at the Closter 
Food Pantry. Mason writes,  “I enjoy being able to help the families in 
my community who are unable to put food on their tables.  Additionally, 
I worked to have my dog, Rex, certified as a Therapy Dog.  Each month, 
Rex and I visit a local nursing home.  It makes me feel good to make the 
patients smile and see how much they enjoy playing with Rex.” 

Mason Miller 

 

 
 
son of elissa and Ken miller

brother of Jordin 
 
Vayetzei 
 

November 21, 2015
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Dana Adler on the death of her uncle, 
Robert post z”l.

Steven Adler on the death of his step-
mother ilse blumenthal adler z”l.

to the Kass Family on the death of 
spencer Kass z”ll (spencer electric)

Richard Levine on the death of his father 
benjamin levine z”l.

Herbert Marton on the death of his sister, 
margery marton z”l.

Gary Post on the death of his brother, 
Robert post z”l.

Barry Rabinovich on the death of his 
mother, sheila Rabinovich z”l.

Hilda Reutlinger on the death of her 
brother, steven schaller z”l.

Rosalie Rosen on the death of her sister, 
banche solomon z”l.

Steven Rosner on the death of his father, 
seymour Rosner z”l.

Fanny Ryback on the death of her 
husband, dr. benito Ryback z”l.

Judy Ryback on the death of her father, 
dr. benito Ryback z”l.

Jeffrey Saunders on the death of his 
mother, Renee seikovsky z”l and the 
death of his brother, Robert seikovsky 
z”l.

Sylvain Siboni on the death of his father, 
Jacques siboni z”l.

Cantor Israel Singer on the death of his 
father, menachem singer z”l.

Caroline Sion on the death of her sister, 
margaret meni z”l.

Lisa Spivack on the death of her mother, 
shirlie levitin z”l.

Rabbi Steve Suson on the death of his 
wife, Rachel suson z”l.

Louis Tekel on the death of his wife, 
Yvette tekel z”l.

Evan Weintraub on the death of his 
father, samuel Weintrab z”l.

Loren Yellin on the death of her father, 
gerald Kabat z”l.

iN MEMORiaM 

tOdah RaBah

The congregation wishes to thank the following families who have recently sponsored a Kiddush, an Oneg Shabbat and/or the  
Bimah flowers.

Temple Emanu-El Sisterhood for 
sponsoring the flowers.

Ruth Aach in memory of her daughter 
susan aach feldman z”l.

Debbie & Jason Advocate in honor of 
their son, ethan’s bar mitzvah.

Lori & Eric Aroesty in honor of their 
daughter, Julia’s bat mitzvah.

Nonna & Henry Barskie in honor of their 
son, marc’s bar mitzvah.

Jessica & Garret Bedrin in honor of the 
baby naming of their daughter, harper 
Rose.

Ira Berg in honor of his daughter, 
Rachel’s bat mitzvah.

Tara & Scott Belous in honor of their 
daughter, sami’s bat mitzvah.

Jill & Craig Besnoy in honor of their son, 
Jack’s bar mitzvah.

Shari & Gary Brooks in honor of their son, 
Zachary’s bar mitzvah.

Ronit & Joseph Chalom in honor of their 
son, ori’s bar mitzvah.

Lorin & Jonathan Cook in honor of their 
daughter, peri’s bat mitzvah.

Hayley & Ross Dinerman in honor of their 
daughters, ashley & samantha’s b’not 
mitzvah.

Allison & Bruce Egert in honor of the 
marriage of their son, Joshua to allison 
Weiner.

Sharon & Kenneth Fredman in honor of 
their daughter, margot’s bat mitzvah.

Ruthellen Fried-Boxt, Larry Boxt, Yosh & 
Elliot Boxt-Fried on the baby naming of 
their daughter, emily fried-boxt.

Rachel & David Harris in honor of the 
baby naming of their daughter, marlow 
devin.

Henry Klein in memory of the 20th 
anniversary of his mother’s yarzheit, 
helene Klein z”l.

Allyson & Steven Lash in honor of their 
children, noah & Zoe’s b’nai mitzvah.

Jonathan Lester & Randi Linick in honor 
of their daughter, eliana’s bat mitzvah.

Andrea & Michael Maline in honor of their 
daughter, grace’s bat mitzvah.

Sharon & Michael Meininger in honor of 
their daughter, naomi’s bat mitzvah.

Bonnie & Corey Notis in honor of the 
marriage of their son, max to Rachel 
miller.

Heather & Jeff Pavell in honor of their 
daughter, alana’s bat mitzvah.

Jodi & Jonathan Reiss in honor of their 
son, merrick’s bar mitzvah.

Rosalie & Lon Rosen in honor of the 
marriage of their son, Josh to Rachel 
glickman.

Karen & Mitchel Rosenthal in honor of 
the baby naming of their granddaughter, 
harper Rose Rose bedrin.

Stephanie and Steven Rosner.

Alyzia & Adam Sands in honor of their 
daughter, annalise’s bat mitzvah.

Marci & Jonathan Scherl in honor of their 
son, Jesse’s bar mitzvah.

Debbie & Jeff Shandel in honor of their 
daughter, lilah’s bat mitzvah.

Aimee & Igor Shevchuk in honor of their 
daughter, noa’s bat mitzvah.

Judy & Sylvain Siboni in honor of the 
marriage of their daughter, arielle to 
Joshua grossman.

Helene & Lawrence Schwartz in honor 
of the marriage of their son, andrew 
schwartz to dana friedman.

Judy & Brian Terner in honor of their 
daughter, abigail’s bat mitzvah.

Fern & Lloyd Wagner on the baby 
naming of their daughter, harper 
alexandra.

Heather & Marc Wasser in honor of their 
daughter, olivia’s bat mitzvah.

Caren & Jordan Waxman in honor of 
their son, Jonah’s bar mitzvah.

Weinflash family in memory of their 
beloved father, bernie Weinflash z”l.

Delly & David Yaker in honor of their 
daughter, ilana’s bat mitzvah.

cONtRiBUtiONs  
tO OUR syNagOgUE
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we record with sincere appreciation the fol lowing donations

ASSISTANT RABBI DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
arleen & gary post

sylvia sommers

in honor of Peri Cook’s bat mitzvah

 lorin & Jonathan Cook

in honor of Alex Freedman for 

 Rebecca & Corey derdiger

in honor of Max Ralphie Rubinstein
 Jenna & seth Rubinstein

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 ellen & lloyd sokoloff

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 loren & stanley Yellin

BAGEL’S FROM HEAVEN FUND
in memory of Steven Cohen

Rita Krell

in memory of Sarah Silverberg
Rita Krell

CAMP RAMAH
feuerstein maier family foundation

Karen & stephen farber

Jaclyn & matis feit

bernice & seymour gendelman

toby & leon glazer

Richard holzer memorial foundation

teddi & edward hunter

pnina & meyer Kattan

Rita Krell

sharon & Yale mitchel

Jill & Jeffrey saunders

Ruth seidenberg

andrea & neil strahl

Wendy & david Ward

donna & evan Weintraub

in honor of Judy Lebson’s special birthday

 linda & bernard Chalfin

in memory of Harold Tannin
 paul & betty dicker

CAMPAIGN FOR THE NEXT 
GENERATION
in honor of the birth of your granddaughter, 
Rosie Stern
 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

in honor of Noah & Zoe’s Lash b’nai mitzvah

 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

in honor of Olivia Wasser’s bat mitzvah

 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

CANTOR DISCRETIONARY FUND
arleen & gary post

benay & steven taub

in honor of the baby naming of Emily Boxt 
Fried

Ruthellen fried & lawrence boxt

in honor of Cantor Singer’s 25th anniversary 
at temple emanu-el

 pearl & michael bergstein

 nancy, matthew, & Jennifer Cohen

 Judy & bob Cook

 sari & Carl fremont

 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

 Rita Krell

 Carol & herbert marton

 Robin &. alan miller

 miriam & benjamin nelson

 bonnie & Corey notis

 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

 Joyce schulman

 barbara & Rick selman

 debra & arthur sinensky

 Rebeca Vogel

 paul & marcy Whitman

 stephane Zwirn

in honor of Peri Cook’s bat mitzvah

 lorin & Jonathan Cook

 Judith & Robert Cook

in honor of the engagement of Sara to Serge 
Suback
 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

in honor of Robin & Steven Rogers on 
receiving the founders’ award

 Rita Krell

in honor of Robin & Steven Abramow on 
receiving the hineni award

 Rita Krell

in honor of the marriage of Morgan Sprung 
to Matt 
 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 sara & Carl fremont

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 Jackie & erno grunstein

 ellen & lloyd sokoloff

in memory of Moshe Grunstein
 Jackie & erno grunstein family

in memory of Rudolf Haber
 Jackie & erno grunstein

in memory of Michael Karlin
 mark & Valerie Kirschenbaum

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Miriam Frank Mrantz
 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 loren & stanley Yellin

YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
in honor of Tammy Ween
 merav & sanford brown

CANTOR KURT SILBERMAN’S CHARITY 
FUND
in honor of the birth of Shelly & Michael 
Goodman’s grandson

 linda & bernard Chalfin

in memory of Pearl N. Herson
 Reba herson

in memory of David Lebson
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Bessie Nemeroff
 Reba herson

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Malke Siruty

In honor of Annalise Sands
Bat Mitzvah 
With loVe, mom, dad, mattheW, and luCas                            JUNE 20, 2015

In honor of Mason Miller’s  
Bar Mitzvah
With loVe, mom, dad, & JoRdin                                            NOVEMBER 21, 2015

In honor of  Olivia Hope Wasser
Bat Mitzvah 
With loVe and pRide, heatheR, maRC, & mia WasseR            JUNE 6, 2015  

cONtRiBUtiONs
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Rita Krell

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Rachel Suson
 Reba herson

in memory of Bernard Zimmerman
 Judy & martin lebson

JERRY FINK z”l MEMORIAL FUND
in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 lois brodie

DR. HERBERT VOGEL MEMORIAL 
FUND FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING 
DISABILITIES
Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Helen Concool
 mrs. m. linder

in memory of Jack Concool
 mrs. m. linder

in memory of Barbara Kallman
 mrs. m. linder

in memory of Aaron Meltzer
Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Rabbi Nathan Meltzer
Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Rachel Meltzer
Rebeca Vogel

in memory of your beloved mother, Arlene 
Ellant

Rebeca Vogel

JOURNAL DINNER DANCE
in honor of Steve & Robin Rogers
 shari & mitchell Caspert

in honor of Steven and Robin Rogers
in memory of our beloved Edward T. Rogers 
 gloria Rogers

in honor of Robin & Steven Rogers receiving 
the founders’ award

 mindy & barry sprung

in memory of Robin & Steven Abramow on 
receiving the hineni award

 mindy & barry sprung

KOL HAKAVOD FUND 
in memory of Matt Kamenev
 drs. Richard garden & esther diamant

 patraka sch. mem. fd

in memory of Bernie Weinflash
 myra and manny genn

in memory of George Hantgan
 myra and manny genn

PHYLLIS KLEIN MEMORIAL FUND 
in honor of Livia Cardinale 96th birthday

 henry Klein

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 henry Klein

in memory of Phyllis Klein
 henry Klein

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 henry Klein

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 henry Klein

in memory of Arthur Steinthal
 henry Klein

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 henry Klein

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 henry Klein

in memory of Phyllis Nighingale
 henry Klein

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 henry Klein

in memory of Harvey Jolt
 henry Klein

in memory of Paul Jonas
 lauren & david Weiner

in memory of Samuel Weintraub
 david & lauren Weiner

PITTEL FUND
the pittel family

PREPAID CONTRIBUTION
estate of aaron bessel

RABBI KIRSHNER’S DISCRETIONARY 
FUND
Jill & Craig besnoy

donna & harold davis

eva holzer

Rita Krell

alicia & hal messer

brandi & samuel Rubin

the shapiro family foundation

shirley shapiro

Jonathan & pascale Warman

in honor of Marti Satnick’s graduation

 anderman foundation

in honor of Robin & Steven Abramow
 susan blickman

in honor of the baby naming of Emily Fried 
Boxt

Ruthellen fried & lawrence boxt

in honor of Emily Fried Boxt
Ruthellen fried & lawrence boxt

in honor of Asher Brenner’s bar mitzvah

Ronni & michael brenner

in honor of Rebecca & Ryan’s wedding 

Joyce & seth buchwald

in honor of Deborah Tuchman
 lorin & Jonathan Cook

in honor of Andi Wolfer
 lorin & Jonathan Cook

in honor of Peri Cook’s bat mitzvah

 lorin & Jonathan Cook

in honor of Peri Cook’s bat mitzvah

Judy & bob Cook

in honor of Rabbi David Seth Kirshner
 toby & leon glazer

in honor of Steve & Robin Rogers
 Joanne & Robert hammer

in honor of Bari Hirschberg and Blake Baron’s 
Wedding

 mr. & mrs. mark hirschberg

in honor of Wendy & Richard Levine’s 30th 
anniversary

 Robin & paul hollander

in honor of Matthew Citak’s graduation from 
Vanderbuilt university

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Bari’s graduation from syracuse 
university

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Kenny’s graduation from Cornell 
university

In honor of 
Julie Pavell’s Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, mom and dad                                                    dEcEMBER 8, 2012

In honor of
Kyle Samberg’s Bar Mitzvah
With loVe, mom and dad                                                             May 16, 2015 

In honor of
Alana Pavell’s Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, mom and dad                                                              May 9, 2015
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Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of James’ graduation from emory 
university

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Adam’s graduation from leigh 
university

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Evan’s graduation from university 
of pennsylvania dental school

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Austin’s graduation from college

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in honor of Brian Benvinisty’s graduation

 lori & Charles ludmer

in honor of Bari Nacht’s graduation

 lori & Charles ludmer

in honor of Ruth Aach’s 90th birthday

 Carol & herbert marton

in honor of Harvey Nadel
 sheila & harvey nadel 

in honor of Max and Rachel’s Wedding

 bonnie & Corey notis

in honor of Karen & Gene’s son Jason’s 
engagement to sarah howell

 louann & allan Reed

in honor of Diane Fink’s daughter Carly’s 
engagement to seth Kamens

 louann & allan Reed

in honor of the bris of Eric & Adam Schwartz
 iria & Jeff schwartz

in honor of the birth of our Zachary Ethan 
Frigmad
 susan & brad singer

in honor of Morgan Sprung & Matt Cohen’s 
Wedding

 mindy & barry sprung

in honor of Rabbi Kirshner and his article 
written about J date in the Jewish standard

 Carol steuer

in honor of our children, Joanne & Fred 
Ehrlich
 helene & mel stock

in honor of Rebecca & Jacob Caplain’s 
Wedding

 benay & steven taub

in memory of Irma Aach
 Ruth aach

in memory of Arthur Salmon
 Ruth aach

in memory of Alfred Salmon
 Ruth aach

in memory of Hans Aach
 Ruth aach

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 amy & david albalah

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 lori & shawn danziger

in memory of Helen Sinensky

 sharon & howard fox

in memory of Harry Freed
 hadassa freed

in memory of Phillip Reisel
 Kellie & paul gersh 

in memory of Phillip Reisel
 Kellie & paul gersh 

in memory of Phillip Reisel
 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Phillip Reisel 
 Kellie & paul gersh 

in memory of Anita Markowitz
 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Mikhail Glazer
 toby & leon glazer

in memory of Esther Kleiner
 toby & leon glazer

in memory of Genia Glazer
 toby & leon glazer

in memory of Stanley Kleiner
 toby & leon glazer

in memory of Blanche Solomon
 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 gloria & harvey Klein

in memory of Mildred Krell
 Rita Krell

in memory of Barbara Kallman
 mrs. m. linder

in memory of Jack Concool
 marilyn linder

in memory of Helen Concool
 marilyn linder

in memory of Debbie Kantrowitz
 Charles & lori ludmer

in memory of Joseph Spector
 Carol & herbert marton

in memory of Margery Sue Marton
 Carol & herbert marton

in memory of your beloved sister, Blance 
Solomon
 Robin & alan miller, danielle, bobby, benji  
 & melissa

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 louann & allan Reed 

in memory of Blanche Solomon
 shirley & laurence Rubin

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 shirley & laurence Rubin

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 shirley & laurence Rubin

in memory of Renee Seikovsky
 Jill & Jeffrey saunders

in memory of Vicky 
 Jocelyn & evan schwarz

in memory of Vicky
 matthew & Rebecca schwarz

in memory of Vicky
 Wayne schwarz & lori Cooper schwarz

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 arlene and david slan

in memory Dr. Herbert & Carol Marton’s sister

 lois & len Waldman

in memory of Susan Niederman
 paul & marcy Whitman

in memory of Sheila Rabinovich
 fred Wolff & Coby troidl

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 loren & stanley Yellin

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 loren & stanley Yellin

in memory of Sheila Rabinovich
 the Zagin family

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 the Zagin family

Mazel Tov on the Bar Mitzvah of
Ethan Advocate 
loVe, mom, dad, Josh, aidan, and emma                                  May 30, 2015

In honor of the 
Asher’s Bar Mitzvah
loVe, Ronni, miChael, and samantha bRenneR                    JUNE 13, 2015

In honor of the B’nai Mitzvah 
of Zoe & Noah Lash
With loVe, mom, dad, and sYdneY                                           apRiL 25, 2015
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RABBI ARTHUR HERTZBERG LIBRARY 
FUND 
in memory of Arthur Hertzberg
 phyllis hertzberg

in memory of Steven Schaller
Rita Krell

in memory of Morty Krell
Rita Krell

in memory of Zelda Silverberg
Rita Krell

in memory of Pauline Weinstein
 sara & howard Weinstein

in memory of Allen Weintsein
 sara & howard Weinstein

in memory of Max Goldsmit
 sara & howard Weinstein

in memory of your son, Matt Kaveneu
Your friends at temple emanu el

TEMPLE FUND 
in honor of the marriage of Josh Egert and 
Lindsay Weiner 
 bram & shari alster

 mr. steven fuld

 barbara & michael lissner

 beth & harold Raucher

Karen & gary singer

in honor of Ben Wolfer’s bar mitzvah

 shari & bram alster 

 gayle & gary alweiss

in honor of the birth of Barbara Zimmerman’s 
grandchild

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of eliana steinthal

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of Peri Cook’s bat mitzvah

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of Noah & Zoe Lash b’nai mitzvah

 pearl & michael bergstein

in honor of Naomi Meininger’s bat mitzvah

Jodi & scott bienenfeld 

in honor of Diane Fink’s daughter Carly’s 
engagement to seth Kamens

Kathy & neil eisler

in honor of Helayne Simon’s daughter amy’s 
engagement.

 Kathy & neil eisler

in honor of Marti Satnick’s college graduation

 myra feder

in honor of Alex Fial
 anita fial

in honor of the upcoming marriage of Morgan 
Sprung to Matt Cohen
 ira & Karen forman

in honor of Deborah Tuchman presidency

 Kenneth & sharon fried

in honor of Tal Cushmaro’s engagement.

 sharon & Kenneth fried

in honor of Evan Eisler’s graduation 

 sharon & Kenneth fried and family

in honor of Noah Rothstein’s graduation 

 sharon & Kenneth fried and family

in honor of Eric Lesorgen graduation 

 sharon & Kenneth fried and family

in honor of Michael & Shelly Goodman the 
birth of your grandson

 sharon & Kenneth fried and family 

in honor of Helayne Simon’s daughter’s 
engagement. 

 Jackie & erno grunstein

in honor of Diane Fink’s daughter Carly’s 
engagement. 

 Jackie & erno grunstein

in honor of Ruth Aach’s special birthday 

 barbara Kirshner

in honor of Allen Wolpert for recieving the 
shem tov award, mazel tov!

 gloria & harvey Klein

in honor of Dr. Joshua Goldfein on the 
opening of his endodontic office

 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

in honor of the birth of Rosie Stern
 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

in honor of Ruth & Bruce Pomerantz’s 
daughter lara’s engagement to Jonah 

 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

in honor of the birth of Eliana Steinthal
 margaret & Jeffrey Klingenstein

in honor of Peri Cook‘s bat mitzvah

 Rita Krell

in honor of Asher Brenner’s bar mitzvah

 Rita Krell

in honor of Ben Wolfer’s bar mitzvah

 lisabeth & gregory meisel

in honor of Robin & Steven Rogers receiving  
the founders’ award

 lorrie & Jarrod nadel

in honor of the marriage of Josh & Lindsay 
Egert
 benjamin & miriam nelson

in honor of Lloyd & Ellen Sokoloff 
 shirley pinkus

in honor of the marriage of Josh & Lindsay 
Egert
 arnold & stephanie Rabinowitz

in honor of Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 Robin & steven Rogers

in honor of Noah and Zoel Lash’s b’nai 
mitzvah

 Robin & steven Rogers

in honor of Asher Brenner’s bar mitzvah

 Robin & steven Rogers

in honor of the marriage of Bari Hirschberg
 Robin & steven Rogers

in honor of Jillian Weintraub serving as co-
president of the madison israel Club

 Robin & steven Rogers

in honor of Isabella Williams bat mitzvah

 shirley shapiro

in honor of Judy Lebson’s special birthday

 the shapiro family foundation

in honor of my great grandson HARRIS!
 shirley shapiro

in honor of the upcoming marriage of your 
daughter, Rebecca Tuchman to Jacob Caplain
 shirley shapiro

in honor of Asher Brenner’s bar mitzvah

 shirley shapiro

in honor of Helayne Simon’s daughter, amy’s 
engagement

 shirley shapiro

in honor of Rebecca Gordon receiving the 
“Woman of Valor award”

 toby lubin sifre

in honor of Paul & Nancy Levy’s 
granddaughter mia harris on the occasion of 
her bat mitzvah

 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of Adam & Tracey Collins son 
david’s bar mitzvah

 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of Grace Maline’s bat mitzvah

In honor of
Dillon Fisher’s Bar Mitzvah
all ouR loVe, mom and dad                                                     apRiL 5, 2014 

In honor of
Lea Rakovsky’s Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, the RaKoVsKY familY                                               May 16, 2015

In honor of our granddaughter, 
Emily Fried-Boxt 4-1-14    Baby naming 5-2-15
loVe, bubs & Zades                                                                                                 
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 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of of the upcoming marriage of Bari  
Hirschberg to Blake Baron
 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of of Jordyn Levey bat mitzvah

 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of the marriage of Rebecca Tuchman 
to Jacob Caplain
 debra & arthur sinensky

in honor of the wedding of Morgan Sprung 
and Matt Cohen
 Robert & Yuko sprung

in honor of Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 benay & steven taub

in honor of Ben’s bar mitzvah

 benay & steven taub and family

in honor of Zachary Brooks bar mitzvah

 benay and steven taub & family

in honor of Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 benay & steven taub and family

in honor of Adam & Gabrielle Schwartzbard, 
on the birth of your son, mickey

 benay & steven taub and family

in honor of Steven Rogers being awarded by 
temple emanu el.

 fran & Josh Weingast

in honor of Alana Pavell’s bat mitzvah

 audrey & Richard Winograd

in honor of Andi Wolfer being selected for 
the berrie fellowship

 Carole & Joseph Wolfer

in honor of Alan Wolpert receiving the shem 
tov award.

 melanie & barry Zingler

in honor of Drs. Sharon & Ken Fried being 
honored by israel bonds.

 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Steven Schaller
 gloira & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Menachem Singer
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Kamil Shashova
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Reuben Khazzam
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 gayle & gary alweiss

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 Ronit & marc arginteanu

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 Ronit & marc arginteanu

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 pearl & michael bergstein

in memory of Seymour Rosner

 pearl & michael bergstein

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Sheila Rabinovich
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Edith Mayer
 gerald & lorraine burstein

in memory of Yvette Tekel
 Judy & bob Cook

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 sharon & neil danzger

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 thomas dolan

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 Kathy & neil eisler

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 Kathy & neil eisler

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Kathy & neil eisler

in memory of Francine Gillman
 mr. bruce gillman

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 beatrice greenwald

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 gordon heller

in memory of Benito Rybak
 Reba herson

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 Reba herson

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 eva holzer

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 Viviana & Robert holzer

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Harone Kattan
 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Arthur Steinthal
 the Kattan family

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak

 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Mageny Sue Marton
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Sheila Rabinovich
 the oliff lieberman

in memory of Helen Schmall
 the maline family

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 the maline family

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Robin & alan miller

in memory of Matt Kamenav
 stephanie goldman pittel family

in memory of Bernie Weinflash
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Sandra Bell
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Leonard Cooper
 louann & allan Reed

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 melissa & andrew Rosenberg

in memory of Rachel Suson
 Robert schachter

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 shelah & burton scherl

in memory of Seymour Rosner
 Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Suzanne Wexler Shafer
 david shafer

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 shirley shapiro

in memory of Harris Shapiro
 the shapiro family foundation

in memory of Menachem Singer
 Charles & susan silberman

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Menachem Singer
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Millicent May
 mr. & mrs. arthur sinensky

in memory of Michael Karlin
 mr. & mrs. arthur sinensky

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Meyer Gabbey

In honor of
Abigail’s Bat Mitzvah
With loVe, mom, dad, bRandon, & phoebe                          MaRch 28, 2015

In honor of
Zachary Brooks’ Bar Mitzvah
With loVe, mom, dad, peRi, CoReY, and maddie                     apRiL 18, 2015 
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Caroline sion

in memory of Michael Svei
 benay and steven taub & family

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 benay & steven taub and family

in memory of Dr. Benito Rybak
 maria Vieira

in memory of Rachel Suson
 Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Arlene Ellant
 Rebeca Vogel and family

in memory of Menachem Singer
 Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Matt Kaveneu
 Judy Wilson

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 melanie & barry Zingler

 eva holzer

in memory of Jerry Buchferer
 bram & shari alster

in memory of Menachem Singer
 bram & shari alster

in memory of Fred Kooby’s dear sister

 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of David Aboudi
 gloria & Wilson aboudi

in memory of Sam Lieber
 marc & shelley abramson

in memory of Edward Resnick
 Wendy & arvin adler

in memory of Mindy Nightingale
 mr. & mrs. david albalah

in memory of a wonderful woman, Helen  
Sinesnsky
 mrs. gertrude gerty album

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 shari & bram alster

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 shari & bram alster

in memory of Sandra Bell
 dr. bram & shari alster

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 Ronit & marc arginteanu

in memory of Michael Svei
 Ronit & marc arginteanu

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Ronit & marc arginteanu

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 lauri & Jeffrey bader

in memory of Harry Goldmaker
 Carol & matthew bailin

in memory of Selma Goldmaker

 matt & Carol bailin

in memory of Nathan Baker
 susan & gerald baker

in memory of Martin Balsam
 bruce balsam

in memory of Harold Raskin
 alan & susan bendes

in memory of Arnold Bendes
 alan & susan bendes

in memory of Myrna Ascher
 terri & alan benvenisty

in memory of Arthur Steinthal
 mr. & mrs. michael bergstein

in memory of Hermann Isselbacher
 gail berney

in memory of Hilda Isselbacher Berney
 gail berney

in memory of Abraham Baum
 helene birns

in memory of Adele Blumenstyk
 michelle & sam blumenstyk

in memory of Victor Blumenstyk
 michelle & sam blumenstyk

in memory of Frank Boxt
 Ruthellen fried & larry boxt

in memory of Harvey Jolt
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Miriam Frank Mrantz
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Loretta Wasserheit
 Ronni & michael brenner

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 Ronnie & michael brenner

in memory of Don Borkenstein
 Ronnie & michael brenner

in memory of Arthur Steinthal
 Ronnie & michael brenner

in memory of Eli Brodie
 lois brodie

in memory of Jules Hecht
 lois brodie

in memory of Corinne Buchalter

 Jill & maury buchalter

in memory of Jacob Shiff
 mr. & mrs. gerald burstein

in memory of Abe Levine
 bernice Caspert

in memory of Joseph Rothman
 bernice Caspert

in memory of Shirley Rothman
 bernice Caspert

in memory of George Hantgan
 linda & bernard Chalfin

in memory of Shelley Goldberg
 marsha & paul Cohen

in memory of Richard Cohen
 paul & marsha Cohen

in memory of Phyllis Young
 mr. & mrs. Jonathan Cook

in memory of Sarah Gordon Peterman
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Benjamin Gordon
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Michael Svei
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Samuel Weintraub
 Robert & Judith Cook

in memory of Edythe Barron
 Judith & Robert Cook

in memory of Sol Peterman
 Robert & Judith Cook

in memory of Morris & Renee Danzger
 sharon & neil danzger

in memory of Karen Hirschberg
 lori & shawn danziger

in memory of Louis Davison 
 mr. steven davison

in memory of Evelyn Davison Kulic
 steven davison

in memory of Allan Koller
 mr. & mrs. Roni dersovitz

in memory of Serena Dersovitz
 mr. & mrs. Roni dersovitz

in memory of Ethel Skaller
 barry druskin

in memory of Joseph Skaller
 barry druskin

in memory of Michael Eisemann
 mrs. bea eisemann 

in memory of Ralph Eisemann
 bea eisemann 

in memory of Ludwig Yehudah Eisemann
 bea eisemann 

In honor of our granddaughter 
Peri Sage Cook’s Bat Mitzvah
With loVe and pRide, JudY & bob CooK                                    May 9, 2015

In honor of my grandson Jordan Seidenberg
on his Bar Mitzvah
With loVe and pRide, Ruth sChiff seidenbeRg            NOVEMBER 22, 2014
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in memory of Julius Sichel
 mrs. bea eisemann

in memory of Sandy Bell
 dr. neil & mrs. Kathryn eisler

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 dr. neil & mrs. Kathryn eisler

in memory of Loretta Wasserheit
Kathy & neil eisler

in memory of Beatrice Schneider
Rose eisner Wenger

in memory of Marshall S. Altman
Rose eisner Wenger

in memory of Rose Mintzer
 sylvia englander

in memory of Evelyn Davison Kulic
 sylvia englander

in memory of Max Englander
 sylvia englander

in memory of Nathan Englander
 sylvia englander

in memory of Louis Davison
 sylvia englander

in memory of Herman Levinson
 edward & eleanor epstein

in memory of Spitzer Family
 agnes ereki

in memory of Alfred Ereki
 agnes ereki

in memory of Kozma Family
 agnes eriki

in memory of Sidney Faber
 betty & Wayne faber

in memory of Howard Herman
 lovey beer

in memory of Bernard Farber
 mr. & mrs. stephen farber

in memory of Arthur Grossman
 dr. todd & mrs. marlene feinberg

in memory of Mary Jonas
 diane & daniel feit

in memory of Louis Piedman
 theresa feldman

in memory of Evelyn Piedman
 theresa feldman

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 diane fink

in memory of Steven Fishbein
 eric & leslie fishbein

in memory of Reuven Frank
 James & bell frank

in memory of Eliot Frankel
 marilyn frankel

in memory of Bob Fredman
 sharon & Kenneth fredman

in memory of Hadassa Heussinger
 hadassa freed

in memory of Louis Levinson
 hadassa freed

in memory of Martin Heussinger
 hadassa freed

in memory of Alvin Wiener
 steven & debra freesman

in memory of Matt Kamenev

 mr. & mrs. steven freesman

in memory of Paul Jonas
 debbie & steven freesman

in memory of Sylvia Fried
 Kenneth & sharon fried

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 sharon & Kenny fried

in memory of Gerald Kabat
 sharon & Kenny fried

in memory of Samuel Nirenstein
 myra & arnold gans

in memory of Tanya Garden
 Richard & esther diamant garden

in memory of Evelyn Casser
 Carol gardy

in memory of Jules Casser
 Carol gardy

in memory of David Gardy
 Carol gardy

in memory of Carol Stollwerk
 steven & gillian garrett

in memory of Albert Shainmark
 alvin & Ronda gelb

in memory of Jeffrey Gelb
 alvin & Ronda gelb

in memory of Mildred Shainmark 
 alvin & Ronda gelb

in memory of Nathan Gendelman
 bernice & seymour gendelman

in memory of Bernard Genn
 myra & mannyl genn

in memory of Sandi Lesser
 myra & mannyl genn

in memory of Ralph Markowitz
 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Alice Bank
 paul & Kellie gersh

in memory of Joseph Gersh
 paul & Kellie gersh 

in memory of Morris Jenny
 paul & Kellie gersh

in memory of Jetta Marche
 paul & Kellie gersh

in memory of Eva Schneider
 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Dr. Jerry Quint
 Kellie & paul gersh

in memory of Roslyn Gersh
 paul & Kellie gersh

in memory of Harold Brensilber
 barbara & paul gersh

in memory of Alvin M. Levin
 Jodi & steven gerszberg

in memory of Steven Glantz
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Henry Nachamie
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Sandy Nachamie
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Dorothy Adler
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Lisa Nachamie
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Lous Glantz
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Lillian Glantz
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Rae Weinberg
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Julius Weinberg
 dorothy glantz

in memory of Henry Taub
 Judith taub gold

in memory of Yetta Gold
 susan gold

in memory of Sophia Goldstein
 evelyn gray

in memory of Joseph Goldstein
 evelyn gray

in memory of Harold Gray
 evelyn gray

in memory of Samuel Seiden
 millie & seymour graye

in memory of Dora Grabinsky
 millie & seymour graye

in memory of Joseph Grosovsky
 elliott & ellen grosovsky

in memory of James H. Grossmann
 edward & Ronnie grossmann

in memory of Samuel Grossman
 benjamin & susan gutmann

in memory of Otto Gutmann
 benjamin & susan gutmann

in memory of Abraham Kulick
 mr. frank hacklander 

 ms. beth Kulick

in memory of Henry Hammer
 Robert & Joanne hammer

in memory of Howard C. Cole
 Joanne & Robert hammer

in memory of Dr. George E. Handler
 lillian & murray handler

in memory of Rose Gelberg
 mr. & mrs. murray handler

in memory of Dr. Philip E. Handler
 mr. & mrs. murray handler

in memory of Morris Gelberg
 murray & lillian handler

in memory of Everette Gelberg
 lillian & murray handler

in memory of Everett Gelberg
 lillian & murray handler

in memory of Ann Welins
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of Nathan Hantgan
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of David Hantgan
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of Bessie Meyer
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of Nessa Meyer
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of Yetta Rosenberg
 Roberta hantgan

in memory of Lena/Libby Vilan
 Roberta hantgan

cONtRiBUtiONs
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in memory of Murray Hantgan
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Leah Silton
Roberta hantgan

in memory of George Hantgan
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Harriet Meyer Douglas
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Mary Blumenthal
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Isadore Meyer
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Jack Meyer
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Dora Meyer
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Eva Hantgan
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Rebecca Meyer
Roberta hantgan

in memory of Seymour Cohen
 steven & Rachelle harz

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 eve hausler

in memory of Miriam Frank Mrantz
Jack hendler & denise Kligman

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
Jack hendler & denise Kligman

in memory of Sandra Bell
Jack hendler & denise Kligman

in memory of Leo Herson
Reba herson

in memory of Chana Rivkan Nemeroff
Reba herson

in memory of Solomon Cannon
 phyllis hertzberg

in memory of Gerut Wieberdink
 elizabeth & Jacob heyman

in memory of Heyman Atara
 elizabeth & Jacob heyman

in memory of Mark Heyman
 dr. & mrs. Jacob heyman

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 debra & mark hirschberg

in memory of Hedwig Holzer
 eva holzer

in memory of Bernhard Holzer
 eva holzer

in memory of Richard Holzer
 eva holzer

in memory of Ada Rauchwerger
 eva holzer

in memory of Ada Rauchwerger
Robert & Viviana holzer

in memory of Rafael Blum
Robert & Viviana holzer

in memory of Goldie Tuchman
 mr. howard homonoff 

 ms. susan tuchman

in memory of our beloved, “baba” Clara 
Glotzer
 pnina & meyer Kattan

in memory of Laszlo Katz
 Clara Katz

in memory of David Kest
 sheldon & lynda Kest

in memory of Norman Fink
 sheldon & lynda Kest

in memory of Frances Kest
 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Joseph Zavadivker
 lynda & sheldon Kest

in memory of Rosw Griff
 mr. & mrs. Jack Khazzam

in memory of Eliahou Khazzam
 mr. & mrs. Jack Khazzam

in memory of Saida Khazzam
 mr. & mrs. Jack Khazzam

in memory of Joy Fabrikant
 mr. & mrs. michael Kirsh

in memory of Jeffrey Silver
 dara Klein

in memory of Eugene Klein
 gloria & harvey Klein

in memory of Sara Freund
 harvey & gloria Klein

in memory of Eunice Kopf
 Jamie & michael Kopf

in memory of Paul Kopf
 Jamie & michael Kopf

in memory of Marcia Joseph
 bernard & norma Koster

in memory of David Zvi Siroty
 Rita Krell

in memory of William Krell
 Rita Krell

in memory of Anita Sue Kirschn
 dr. Jonathan lanzkowsky & dr. debra   
 Kirschner lanzkowsky

in memory of Charles Lash
 steven & allyson lash

in memory of Shirley Feuer
 mrs. toni feuer lattimer

in memory of Shirley Feuer
 toni lattimer

in memory of Milton Feier
 olivia lazarus

in memory of Rebecca Kerr
 olivia lazarus

in memory of Isidor Feier
 ms. olivia lazarus

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Samuel Lebson
 martin & Judith lebson

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Michael Lebson
 Judith & martin lebson

in memory of Steven Schaller
 martin & Judith lebson

in memory of Rebella Leeman
 steven & fran leeman

in memory of Sylvia Bloomfield
 lori & eric leskin

in memory of Helen Sinensky

 Randi & philip lesorgen

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 Randi & philip lesorgen

in memory of Miriam Levene
 Jeffrey & edith levene

in memory of Murray Leventhal
 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Irma Neisloss
 mr. & mrs. Richard leventhal

in memory of Stanley Neisloss
 Richard & Kathy leventhal

in memory of Karen Klahr
 Kathy & Richard leventhal

in memory of Abraham Levy
 benjamin levy

in memory of Rose Linder
 sam linder

in memory of Bernard Linder
 sam & marilyn linder

in memory of Esther Bielinsky
 elizabeth lissmann

in memory of Reinhold Bielinsky
 elizabeth lissmann

in memory of Sophie Litt
 mr. & mrs. irving litt

in memory of Edward Olan
 irving & dorothy litt

in memory of David Litt
 irving & dorothy litt

in memory of David Litt
 irving & dorothy litt

in memory of Mildred Littman
 Robert littman

in memory of Maxwell Littman
 Robert littman

in memory of Sarah Litzky
 Joan & gerald litzky

in memory of Louis Altman
 Joan & gerald litzky

in memory of Ellen Joyce Laufer
 Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Philip Marcus
 Judith & harvey marcus

in memory of Marlene J. Kobetz
 Jusith & harvey marcus

in memory of Aaron Slutsman
 bella & boris masterov

in memory of Michael Masterov
 boris & bella masterov

in memory of Irina Pushnits
 bella & boris masterov

in memory of J. Slutsman
 boris & bella masterov

in memory of Ura Masterov
 boris & bella masterov

in memory of Eva Judas
 terry mazzella

in memory of Beatrice Schneider
 terry mazzella

in memory of Selma J. Altman
 terry mazzella

in memory of Clara Silberhartz
 Rita merendino
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in memory of Vincent Merendino
Rita merendino

in memory of Dorothy Kurlander
 alan & Robin miller

in memory of Phylis Ravintzky Nigtingale
 mr. & mrs. alan miller

in memory of Ernest Goldschmidt
 andrew & ilene miller

in memory of Bernie Weinflash
 amy & peter miller

in memory of Natalie Kover Milman
 morris milman

in memory of Edna Wintner
 mr. & mrs. edward milstein

in memory of Paul Milstein
 andrea & edward milstein

in memory of Sidney Kestenbaum
 marilyn Zinovoy & arthur mirwis

in memory of Gary Zinovoy
 marilyn Zinovoy mirwis & arthur mirwis

in memory of Max Molinas
 sharon & Yale mitchel

in memory of Jack Grossman
 dr. eric morgenstern & dr. sharon scherl

in memory of Julius Morrison
 irene morrison

in memory of Julius Morrison
Jacklyn morrison

in memory of Philip Nadel
 sheila & harvey nadel

in memory of Joel Nadel
 sheila & harvey nadel

in memory of Alex Feuer
 lewis & laura nelson

in memory of Myrna Nelson
 lewis & laura nelson

in memory of Harris Garfinkle
 mr. & mrs. Robert newman

in memory of Vladimir Ostronvsky
 mr. and mrs. leon panich

in memory of Izrael Panich
 leon panich

in memory of Bertha Panich
 leon & inna panich

in memory of Abraham E. Pattner
 Reina & austin pattner

in memory of Helene & Abraham Safro
Reina & austin pattner

in memory of Harriet Platt
 mr. Ronald platt

in memory of Louis Brenner
 mr. & mrs. alan popper

in memory of Sylvia Porwich
Carol & elliot porwich

in memory of Joseph Porwich
 elliot & Carol porwich

in memory of Harry Potolsky
 arleen & gary post

in memory of Carole Fliesman
 mr. Jay post 

 ms. nicole sayewitz

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 heather & adi Rabinowitz

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 heather & adi Rabinowitz

in memory of Bessie Rabinowitz
 Rica & Jack Rabinowitz

in memory of Harry Guedalia
 drs. Jack and Rica Rabinowitz

in memory of Stephen Reichenberg
 mr. paul Reichenberg

in memory of Beatrice Reichenberg
 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Roslyn Leiboff
 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Sidney Reichenberg
 paul Reichenberg

in memory of Murray Leiboff
 mr. paul Reichenberg

in memory of Ida Kaiser
 sylvia Kaiser Revocable trust

in memory of Joseph Rocke
 Jill & daniel Rocke

in memory of Jack and Muriel Waldman
 mr. daniel & dr. Jill Rocke

in memory of Victor Roditi
 elizabeth & Jack Roditi

in memory of Zelda Roditi
 elizabeth & Jack Roditi

in memory of Harold Brensilber
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Harvey Jolt
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Don Borkenstein
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers 

in memory of Sandra Bell
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Michael Karlin
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Phyllis Nightingale
 mr. & mrs. steven Rogers

in memory of Henry Apolet
 dr. & mrs. lon Rosen

in memory of Irwin S. Rosenberg
 elaine Rosenberg

in memory of Samuel Roth
 Ronni & lester Rosenberg

in memory of Lester Older
 shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Abraham Rosenberg
 shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Dora Rosenberg
 mrs. shelly Rosenberg

in memory of Siegmund Landes
 stephen & ada Rubinsky

in memory of Meyer Rubinsky
 stephen Rubinsky

in memory of Jay Samuels
 andrea & lester samuels

in memory of Adele Schachter
 mr.  & mrs. Robert schachter

in memory of Sam Gordon
 alberta & Robert schneider

in memory of Fanny Pascher

 mrs. Joyce schulman

in memory of Henrietta LonDon
 mrs. Joyce schulman

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 mrs. Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 mrs. Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Bernie Weinflash
 mrs. Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Miriam Fran Mirantz
 mrs. Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 mrs. Ruth seidenberg

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 mr. & mrs. lawrence semegran

in memory of Martha Shafer
 david shafer

in memory of Herman Shafer
 david shafer

in memory of Reuben Shamash
 Jack shamash

in memory of my husband Harris Shapiro
 mrs. shirley shapiro

in memory of Esther Klein
 shirley shapiro

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 shirley shapiro

in memory of Harris Shapiro & Irving Klein
 mrs. shirley shapiro

in memory of Anette Sokoloff
 mrs. shirley shapiro

in memory of Harris Shapiro
 shirley shapiro

in memory of Havey Sherman
 mr. Joshua sherman

in memory of Daniel Sherman
 Josh sherman

in memory of Seymour Lubliner
 Charles & susan silberman

in memory of Natalie Konigsberg
 Charles & susan silberman

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 susan & Chuck silberman

in memory of Corrine Silberman
 Charles & susan silberman

in memory of Loretta Wasserheit
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Annette Sokoloff
 debra & arthur sinensky

in memory of Dorothy Singer
 mr. & mrs. brad singer

in memory of Joseph Harris
 brad & susan singer

in memory of Eliahou Khazzau
 mrs. Caroline sion

in memory of Ezra Sion
 Caroline sion

in memory of louisa sion

 Caroline sion

in memory of Edmond J. Sommers
 sylvia sommers

in memory of Herta Siesel
 sylvia sommers

cONtRiBUtiONs
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in memory of Jamin Siesel
 sylvia sommers

in memory of Miriam Spiegel
 arnold spiegel

in memory of Philip Kramer
 arnold spiegel and edith K. spiegel

in memory of Sidney Applebaum
 lynn applebaum & Joseph spivack

in memory of Sylvia Applebaum
Joseph & lynn spivack

in memory of Dr. Milton Levitin
 lisa & mark spivack

in memory of Alan Cohn
 marilyn & david starr

in memory of Daniel Kelmenson
 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Irving Stollow
 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Shirlee Stollow
 lee & aury stollow

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 andrea & neil strahl

in memory of Henry Taub
 arlene & Joseph taub

in memory of Sandra Taub
 Joseph & arlenetaub

in memory of Dr. Kenneth Gorelick
Joseph & arlenetaub

in memory of Henry Taub
 benay & steven taub

in memory of Jacob Pinsker
 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Esther Podwill
 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Dave Tevelow
 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Sonia Pinsker
 mr. & mrs. oscar tevelow

in memory of Bella Tevelow
 oscar tevelow

in memory of Dave Tevelow
 Rosemarie & oscar tevelow

in memory of Harold Pinsker
 Rosemare & oscar tevelow

in memory of Claude Wohlberg
 darryl tucker lieberman

in memory of Judith Klein Wohlberg
 darryl & allan lieberman

in memory of Mitchel Klein
 darryl & allan lieberman

in memory of Fannie & Samuel Sloan
 mr. allan lieberman & ms. darryl tucker  
 lieberman

in memory of Ignatz Zelmanovic 

 esther & ilana tulczinsky

in memory of Larisa Veltser
 Vitaly Veltser

in memory of my mother Jana Meltzer
 mrs. Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Paul Peston Vogel
 Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Dr. Herbert Vogel
 Rebeca Vogel

in memory of Daniel Waldheter

 linda Waldheter

in memory of Anna Moskowitz
 miriam Weidenfeld

in memory of Rivka Weindenfeld
 mrs. miriam Weidenfeld

in memory of Rtuh Weinberg
 ms. Joan Weinberg

in memory of Kurt Weinberg
 Joan Weinberg

in memory of Norman Levin
 mr. & mrs. Jay Weingast

in memory of Bernard Weingast
 marla & Jay Weingast

in memory of Bensel Weingast
 mr. & mrs. Jay t. Weingast

in memory of Roger Tolins
 mr. & mrs. Joshua Weingast

in memory of Frank Weiss
 stacey & neil Weiss

in memory of Matt Kamenev
 marcy & paul Whitman

in memory of Anne Whitman
 ms. Judy Wilson

in memory of Sydney Whitman
 Judy Wilson

in memory of Esther Surks
 audrey & Richard Winograd

in memory of Herb Surks
 mr. & mrs. Richard Winograd

in memory of Sandra Bell
 mrs. sue Wishnow

in memory of Julivs & Helene Michel
 mr. & mrs. paul Wolff

in memory of Martin Wolgin
 lynn & stephen Wolgin

in memory of Lee Woods
 edith Woods

in memory of Shirley Priceman
 dana & golan Yehuda

in memory of Isaac Zimmerman
 barbara Zimmerman

in memory of Alan Zimmerman
 barbara Zimmerman

in memory of Helen Sinensky
 melanie & barry Zingler

in memory of Adrienne Kahn
 barry & melanie Zingler

in memory of Leslie Horowitz
 stephane Zwirn

YARZHEIT DONATION
in memory of Trude Sichel
 bea eisemann

in memory of Rose Gelb
 alvin gelb

in memory of Jacob Gelb
 alvin gelb

YELLOW CANDLE CONTRIBUTIONS
paul & marcy Whitman
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hOLidays

Rosh Hashanah Yom Kippur

date 29 of elul, which corresponds to sunday,  

september 13th after sunset. the holiday lasts 

for two days here and in israel.

9th of tishrei, which corresponds to  

tuesday, september 22nd after sunset. the  

holiday is 25 hours long here and in israel.

about Rosh hashanah is the holiday which celebrates 

the birthday of the world. the mishna teaches 

there are four new years (4 quarters) and Rosh 

hashanah is the new year of the month.

Yom Kippur is the day of atonement. it is 

a fixed time to allow us to seek forgiveness 

from family, friends, ourselves and god. it is 

a time for spiritual renewal.

prayers extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

traditional service including unetaneh tokef, 

leyl orech din and hineni

extra Piyyuts (poetry) are added to the 

service. in addition, we also have an extra 

service at the end of Yom Kippur called 

leila, which means “closing.”

clothes We wear white to remind us of our priestly 

vestments and to begin anew. many wear a 

robe called a Kittel on both holy days.

We do not wear leather on Yom Kippur. 

the torah commands us to afflict ourselves 

on this holiest day. “affliction” means that 

we are to deny ourselves certain “luxuries,” 

among them leather.

Food We eat apples with honey to resemble a sweet 

new year.

Yom Kippur is a fast day that starts the 

night before. the last meal before is called 

seudat mafseket.

customs We blast the shofar on Rosh hashanah and the 

entire month before that (but not on shabbat).

We do not wear cologne, perfumes, or 

makeup. showering is not allowed as well.
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Sukkot & 
Hoshanna Rabbah

Shemini Atzeret & 
Simchat Torah

date sukkot is the 14th of tishrei, which is sunday, 

september 27th. sukkot is 8 days long in the 

diaspora and 7 days long in israel.

hoshanna Rabba is the final day of sukkot, the 

21st of tishrei, which is october 4th (at sunset).

shemini atzeret is the 22nd of tishrei, 

which is monday, october 5th.

simchat torah is on the 23rd of tishrei, 

which is tuesday, october 6th.

about sukkot commemorates the exodus of the  

Jewish people where we lived in booths 

throughout our journey. 

hoshanna Rabbah is the time that our final 

pleas of forgiveness are heard by god and the 

book of life is sealed for the year. 

shemini atzeret literally means “the  

assembly of the eighth day”. it is a  

harvest holiday. 

on simchat torah we rejoice in the  

completion of the reading of the torah. 

prayers We recite the hallel prayers and say hoshanot 

while holding our lulav and etrog and parade 

around the synagogue.

hoshanot are special prayers that are said as 

the congregation walks around the shul  

building holding their lulav and etrog.

on shemini atzeret we recite Yizkor and 

a special prayer for rain in israel and for 

bountiful crops. 

on simchat torah, each person is supposed 

to receive an aliyah to the torah. there are 

three special aliyot called hattan torah, 

hattan b’reisheet and maftir. 

customs We eat in huts called sukkot and shake the 

lulav, hadas, arava (palm, myrtle and Willow) 

while holding the etrog.

on hoshanna Rabbah we beat the arava 

branch (the willow) on the floor 5 times as  

if to beat out our own sins. 

on simchat torah we dance with the  

torah in seven processionals around  

the synagogue. 

Food We eat harvested foods and still partake in  

the custom of eating fruits dipped in honey.
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third annual steak –n- scotch in the sukkah! count me in!

name/s:  

email/phone: 

names of friends/guests: 

# of people @ $36 per person:      total enclosed:

MEN’s 
cLUB

third annual
steak –n- scotch in the sukkah!
thursday, October 1st

please join us for minyan at 7:30pm followed by a delicious  
and fun night with the guys. 

7:30pm  hors d’oeuvres 
8:30pm  bbQ buffet dinner by northern Valley affairs 
 
$36 per person with advance registration.  
Registration at the door is $46.  
must be 21 and over to attend.  
sponsorships available!  
 
Contact evan schwarz at schwarzdmd@gmail.com  
for more information. 
 
RsVp to the temple Office by sept. 24th

shake it up!
shake it up this sukkot with your very own Lulav and Etrog!

prices are $40/$60 for a standard/deluxe set.

pick up date: friday, september 25th after 12:00pm 
We invite you to bring your lulav and etrog to services and  
experience the joy of sukkot.

orders due by september 21st

ORdER tOday: 

name:

phone:      # of sets:   @ $  total: $

please return forms with payment by september 30th to the temple office. 
temple emanu-el, 180 piermont Road, Closter, nJ 07624

MEN’s cLUB MEEtiNgs

Men’s Club meetings will be on the 
first Tuesday of the month at 7:30pm, 
following Minyan at 7:00pm 
 
all are welcome 
 
to get involved, please email  
adam mimeles 
amimeles@platzerlaw.com

MEN’s cLUB MEEtiNgs

RisE & shiNE

Men’s study group 
w/ Rabbi Kirshner 

6:30am on thursdays

in englewood
   
Chairperson sam suede 
smoothmd@aol.com

RisE & shiNE
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sistERhOOd

Join sisterhood for 
mishloach manot 2016    
this is sisterhood’s most important  

fundraiser of the year.  

 

last year we delivered almost 800 bags to our  

extended temple family.  

 

sisterhood supports: 

• synagogue programs 

• scholarships 

* mitzvah projects

Be part of this incredible Purim Team!  

Volunteers always needed!

packing: wednesday, March 16th 9:30am 
delivery: March 16th-23th. No delivery on shabbat.

For more information and/or to volunteer,  

contact Ruth pomerantz  

201-767-5468 or vraimom@aol.com

iMpORtaNt: please let the temple office know if your email and/or home address has changed.
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sushi (and Vodka)  
in the sukkah-  
ladies only    
 
Join the sisterhood of temple emanu-el for sushi  
and Vodka in the sukkah.

when: september 30, 2015 at 7:30pM

the night promises to be one of those can’t miss events 
 
stay tuned for additional details!

for questions, contact 
sara levinson   saralevinson@artistictile.com or 
ilisha borek   ilishaborek@gmail.com

sushi (and Vodka) in the sukkah - Ladies Only

name:  

phone: 

email: 

# of people attending:

Sisterhood meetings will be on  
the first Monday of the month  
at 7:30 pm

sistERhOOd EVENts
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sistERhOOd
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SISTER HOOD ROSH H ASH A NAH GR EET INGS

Ruth Aach

Gloria & Wilson Aboudi

Dana & James Adler

Debbie & Jason Advocate

The Albalah Family - Amy, David, 
Michael, Jason, & Rachel

Rob, Shirley, Jack, & Adam Altman

The Alweiss Family - Gary, Gayle, 
Ryan, & Max

Lovey Beer

Allan & Dale Bell & Family

Pearl & Michael Bergstein

The Borek Family

Therese Botwinik

The Breindel Family

Brenner Family

Lois Brodie

Howard & Nancy Brown

Linda & Dernard Chalfin

Meredith & Gregory Conen

Judy and Bob Cook

Lorin & Jonathan Cook & Family 

Amy & Philip Cushmaro

Dr. Paul & Betty Dicker & Family

The Donzis Family

Joanne & Fred Ehrlich & Family

Eleanor Epstein

Wayne & Betty Faber

Karen, Steve, Molly & Jesse Farber

The Faske Family - Stacey, Alan, 
Brandon, Jared, & Anna

Debra & Seth Finkel & Family

Sharon & Howard Fox

Hadassa Freed & Family 

Caralyn Fuld

Myra & Arnold Gans

Myra & Manny Genn

Kellie & Paul Gersh

The Gillon Family 

Dottie Glantz & Family 

Toby & Leon Glazer

Drs. Arnold & Sandra Gold & Family

Jason & Michele Goldberg & Family

Rebecca Gordon

Mrs. Beatrice Greenwald

Jacqueline Grunstein & Family 

Debbie, Nuriel, Yasmine, & Shira 
Guedalia

Susan & Ben Gutmann

Emily & Michael Gutter

Joanne Hammer

JoAnn Hassan

Dr. Rick & Laura Hershcopf 

Reba N. Herson 

Debra & Mark Hirschberg & Family 

Eva Holzer

Karen & Jeff Isaacs & Family

Romy & Jeffrey Jagid

The Kattan Family 

Lynda, Sheldon, Jessica, Jarred, 
Shawn, & Ethan Kest

Michael & Marcia Kirsh

Gloria & Harvey Klein & Family 

Ruth & Marty Kornheiser

Rita Krell & Family 

Lee Langbaum

The Lanzkowsky Family

The Lash Family 

Judy & Marty Lebson

Drs. Richard & Wendy Hurst Levine 
& Children

Roslyn & Herman Lieberman

Joan & Gerry Litzky

Dr. & Mrs. David C. Madoff

Shlomit & Gil Makleff

Dr. & Mrs. Herbert Marton

Rita Merendino

Adam & Natalya Michaels

Elissa, Ken, Jordin, & Mason Miller

Robin & Alan Miller & Family 

Sharon Molinas, Yale, Elana, & 
Matthew Mitchel

Debra S. Rosen & Neil Mitnick

Miriam & Ben Nelson

The Ostfeld Family

Jeff, Heather, Julie, Alana, & Carlie 
Pavell

Arleen & Gary Post

Stephanie, Arnold, Michael, Erica, 
Mindy, & Risa Rabinowitz

Rica & Jack Rabinowitz

The Reed Family - Louann, Allan, 
Rebecca, Elizabeth, Michael, & 
Mazie

David, Penny, Jake, Zach, & Jolie 
Rosen

Melissa & Andrew Rosenberg & 
Family 

Shelly Rosenberg

The Ross Family 

The Rothstein Family

Sherri Rothstein

Ada & Stephen Rubinsky

The Sarnak Family 

Debbie & Hal Satnick

Burton & Shelah Scherl

The Schlisser Family

Elisa & Jeffery Schwartz & Family

The Schweild Family 

Pearl Seiden

Barbara & Richard Selman 

Elizabeth, Gaurav, Nikhil, & Devin 
Seth

Shirley Shapiro

Julie Sheppard

The Lipka/Sherman Family

Dan & Sari Shlufman

Susan Silberman

Dara, David, & Lilliana Silver

Helayne Simon & Family 

Susan, Stephen, Alexa, Ella, & 
Jayda Siminou

The Oremland/Sinensky Family

The Stollow Family

The Strahl Family

Michele, Steven, Amanda & Melissa 
Sweetwood

The Toback Family 

Elysa Todd

Rebeca Vogel

Mara Wallach

The Wasserlauf Family 

Caren, Jordan, Jacob, Lily, & Jonah 
Waxman

Wfran, Josh, Arielle, & Joanna 
Weingast

Evan & Donna Weintraub 

Mary & Paul Whitman

Judy Wilson

The Winograd Family

The Winters’ Family

The Yehuda Family - Golan, Dana, 
Justin, & Lindsey

Lynn Zimmering

The Zingler Family 
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2013-2014

kim carbaugh    
at 201.750.9997
carbaugh@templeemanu-el.com

Temple Emanu-El  
NewsletterTEN

to advertise in the TEN please contact
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Since 1957 Owens Group has provided clients with quality insurance 
products and caring, professional service. We are a family business 
and see our staff, clients and community as an extension of our family. 
Our knowledgeable team of advisors is dedicated to providing 
individual, family and corporate clients with creative and carefully 
tailored insurance solutions. 

PEOPLE 
PROTECTING
PEOPLE

Insurance
For more information contact: 
Denise Kligman  |  dkligman@owensgroup.com
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180 piermont Road, Closter, new Jersey 07624

David-Seth Kirshner  
Rabbi

Alex Freedman  
Assistant Rabbi

Israel Singer 
Cantor

Miriam Gitelman 
Executive Director

Aaron Billig 
Chief Operating Officer

Adam Schwartzbard 
Educational Director

Naama Heymann 
Assistant Principal

Tamara M. Ween 
Youth and Family Programs Director

Dr. Arthur Hertzberg z”L 
Rabbi Emeritus

Dr. Kurt Silbermann 
Cantor Emeritus

Howard Lavin 
President

Andi Wolfer 
First Vice President

Robert Heidenberg 
Vice President

Heather Pavell 
Vice President

Fran Weingast 
Vice President

Jonathan Cook 
Treasurer

Donna Weintraub 
Secretary

Deborah Tuchman 
Immediate Past President




